Abstract-This paper establishes the exact exponents for the soft-covering phenomenon of a memoryless channel under the total variation metric when random (i.i.d. and constantcomposition) channel codes are used. The exponents, established herein, are strict improvements in both directions on bounds found in the literature. This complements the recent literature establishing the exact exponents under the relative entropy metric; however, the proof techniques have significant differences, and thus, neither result trivially implies the other. The found exponents imply new and improved bounds for various problems that use soft-covering as their achievability argument, including new lower bounds for the resolvability exponent and the secrecy exponent in the wiretap channel.
between the input and output, i.e., R > I (P X , P Y |X ). In fact, the aforementioned codebook C n M can be chosen quite carelessly, e.g., by drawing each codeword independently from P X n or by drawing each codeword uniformly at random from the type class T n P X . The concept of soft-covering is fundamentally related to that of channel resolvability [4] , in that the former is a property of random codebooks while the latter is the fundamental limit of optimal codebooks. As a matter of fact, soft-covering establishes the direct proof (also known as "achievability") for resolvability. Furthermore, given the chronology of the literature, the resolvability problem can be viewed as a question about soft-covering-how much better can an optimized codebook match an output distribution than a random codebook? To the first order, the answer is that it does no better.
In the literature, various versions of the soft-covering lemma use various distinctness measures on distributions (commonly relative entropy or total variation distance, see Definitions 6 and 8) and claim that the distance between the induced distribution P Y n |C n M and the desired distribution P Y n vanishes in expectation over the random selection of the codebook C n M . Regarding the most notable contributions, [4] studies the fundamental limits of soft-covering under the name of "resolvability", [5] develops the lemma calling it a "cloud mixing" lemma, [6] provides achievable rates of exponential convergence, [7] improves the exponent and extends the framework, [8] and [9, Ch. 16] refer to soft-covering simply as "covering" in the quantum context, [10] refers to it as a "sampling lemma" and points out that it holds for the stronger metric of relative entropy, [11] gives a direct proof of the relative entropy result, and [12] and [13] move away from expected value analysis and show that a random codebook achieves soft-covering phenomenon with a doubly exponentially high probability under the relative entropy measure and total variation distance, respectively.
The motivation of this work is to complement the results of Parizi et al. [14, Th. 4] , and Yu and Tan [15, Th. 3] , where they pin down the exact soft-covering exponents in the expected value analysis of the relative entropy, and of the Rényi divergence of order α ∈ (0, 1) ∪ (1, 2) , respectively. In this paper, we first highlight that the total variation distance between the i.i.d. codebook induced distribution P Y n |C n M and the desired output distribution P Y n concentrates to its expected value with doubly exponential certainty [16, Th. 31] . The first main result of this paper, stated in Theorem 1, provides the exact soft-covering exponent for the expected value of the total variation distance between P Y n |C n Calling this the random constant-composition codebook and denoting it by D n M , in Lemma 2, we show the counterpart of [16, Th. 31] . In other words, we prove the fact that the total variation distance between the constant-composition induced distribution PY n |D n M and the desired output distribution RY n concentrates to its expected value in a doubly exponential fashion as well. Finally, we present our second main result in Theorem 2, providing the exact soft-covering exponent for the expected value of the total variation distance between PY n |D n M and RY n . The exponents for soft-covering, established in this work, provide improved lower bounds on the exponents for resolvability. It may be the case that use of an optimized codebook provides better exponents, even though this work provides the exact exponents (both upper and lower bounds) for the random codebooks.
In the remainder of this paper, Section II establishes the basic notation and definitions adopted throughout, and Section III highlights [16, Th. 31] , shows its counterpart in the constant-composition setting, and states the main results of this paper, namely, the exact soft-covering exponents for the cases of random i.i.d. codebooks and random constant-composition codebooks, along with a number of remarks. Sections IV and V prove the lower and upper bound directions of the main result in Theorem 1 together with the remarks of how one would recover the proof of Theorem 2 based on the proof provided. As Section VI proves alternative expressions for the exact soft-covering exponents, Section VII compares the exact exponents to their previously discovered lower bounds, and finally, Appendices A-E provide the lemmas and corollaries that are invoked in the main proofs while Appendix F provides the finite block-length results that appear as a byproduct of our proof technique.
II. NOTATION AND DEFINITIONS
This section introduces the basic notation and fundamental concepts as well as several definitions and properties to be used in the sequel.
Given a finite alphabet X , let P(X ) denote the set of all distributions defined on it. For a random variable X on X , a central measure in information theory, namely the amount of information provided by X = x ∈ X , is defined as follows. Definition 1. Information. Suppose X ∼ P X ∈ P(X ), the information in X = x ∈ X is 2 ı P X (x) = log 1 P X (x) .
When we investigate the interplay between two random variables (X, Y ) ∈ X ×Y, the amount of information provided by Y = y after observing X = x is measured by conditional information. 2 Unless otherwise stated, logarithms and exponentials are of arbitrary (but matching) bases throughout this paper.
Definition 2. Conditional Information. Suppose that given X = x, Y ∼ P Y |X =x . The conditional information provided
by Y = y, given X = x, is ı P Y |X (y|x) = log 1
Notice that information ı P X (x) is a deterministic function depending on the random variable X ∼ P X only through its probability mass function. If one considers the average of ı P X (X), the random information provided by X, this gives rise to the definition of the most famous information theoretic quantity, entropy, which is defined next. Definition 3. Entropy. The entropy of a discrete random variable X ∼ P X ∈ P(X ) is the average information provided by X, that is
When the distribution of the discrete random variable X is clear from the context, it is customary to denote its entropy by H (X). Given (X, Y ) ∼ P X |Y P Y the average entropy remaining in X when given Y is measured by conditional entropy which is defined as follows.
Definition 4. Conditional Entropy. Suppose that (X, Y ) ∼ P X |Y P Y ∈ P(X × Y). The conditional entropy of a discrete random variable X given Y is H (X|Y ) = E[ı P X|Y (X|Y )]
Given two random variables X and X on the same alphabet X , the information provided by the event X = x relative to the information provided by X = x is captured by relative information, whose definition is given below. Definition 5. Relative Information. Let P X and Q X be two distributions in P(X ), the relative information in x ∈ X according to (P X , Q X ) is
Although it neither satisfies symmetry nor the triangular inequality, widely used in probability theory, statistical inference, and physics, the expectation of the random variable ı P X Q X (X) when X ∼ P X is a non-negative measure of distinctness between P X and Q X . This expectation is relative entropy, defined as follows. Definition 6. Relative Entropy. Suppose P X and Q X are two distributions in P(X ) such that P X is absolutely continuous with respect to Q X , i.e., P X Q X . The relative entropy between P X and Q X is
where X ∼ P X . If P X Q X , then D(P X Q X ) = +∞.
Several key properties of the relative entropy, including but not limited to its non-negativity and convexity, can be found in standard information theory books such as [17] , [18] .
We define a conditional version of the relative entropy as below.
Definition 7. Conditional Relative Entropy. Let P Y ∈ P(Y)
and suppose that P X |Y : Y → X and Q X |Y : Y → X are two conditional distributions on the finite alphabet X . The conditional relative entropy between P X |Y and Q X |Y given Y ∼ P Y is defined as
As mentioned above, since D(P X Q X ) does not satisfy all of the metric axioms, it is not a proper measure of distance between P X and Q X in the topological sense. One such metric that measures topological distance between two distributions P X and Q X is total variation distance which is defined next. Definition 8. Total Variation Distance. Suppose P X and Q X are two distributions in P(X ), the total variation distance 3 (or 1 -distance) between P X and Q X is
Letting X and Y denote finite input and output alphabets, respectively, and using the standard notation a n = (a 1 , . . . , a n ) to denote an n-dimensional array, a stationary discrete memoryless channel is defined through the sequence of random transformations as follows. 
where for each i ,
If the input and the output of the stationary discrete memoryless channel are independent from each other, i.e., P Y n |X n = P Y n , then we call this channel a degenerate channel as it is impossible to communicate a meaningful message through it.
Assume that P X ∈ P(X ), unless otherwise stated, the product distribution P X n ∈ P(X n ) denotes its independent identically distributed (i.i.d.) extension, i.e.,
where X i are i.i.d. according to P X . If we input an n-shot stationary discrete memoryless channel P Y n |X n with X n ∼ P X n , then at the output we get Y n ∼ P Y n where
Remark 1. Throughout this paper, P Y n |X n denotes a stationary memoryless extension of the single-shot discrete channel P Y |X . Similarly, P X n and P Y n always denote the product distributions of P X ∈ P(X ) and P Y ∈ P(Y), respectively, with former denoting the input distribution and the latter denoting the output distribution.
In what follows, we occasionally make use of the notation
to indicate that the n-shot channel P Y n |X n : X n → Y n is inputted with a random variable X n whose distribution is P X n , and the resulting random variable Y n at the output of the channel has distribution
Indeed, P X n → P Y n |X n → P Y n also defines a joint distribution P X n Y n = P X n P Y n |X n , and furthermore, it allows us to define a key quantity in information theory, namely the information density.
Granted that the correlation between X ∼ P X and Y ∼ P Y is through P X → P Y |X → P Y , the expected value of the random variable ı X ;Y (X; Y ) is a measure of dependency between X and Y , which gives rise to the definition of mutual information.
The heart of the proof in channel coding theorem, random i.i.d. coding ensemble can be defined as follows.
where X n j are independently drawn from P X n for each j ∈ {1, . . . , M}.
Given a random codebook C n M , the distribution at the output of the channel induced by C n M is defined next.
Definition 13. Induced Output Distribution. Given an n-shot stationary discrete memoryless channel P Y n |X n : X n → Y n , let C n M be the random codebook defined as in (20) . Then, P Y n |C n M denotes the induced output distribution when a uniformly chosen codeword from C n M is transmitted through P Y n |X n . In other words, for any y n ∈ Y n ,
where X n j ∼ P X n for each j ∈ {1, . . . , M}. Remark 2. Due to its dependence on the random code-
is, in fact, a random variable.
Oftentimes, it is combinatorially convenient to treat the sequences with identical empirical distributions on an equal footing. Given a sequence x n ∈ X n , its empirical distribution is called an n-type which we define as follows. Definition 14. n-Type. For any positive integer n, a proba-
and the set of all n-types is denoted by P n (X ) ⊂ P(X ).
Note that, see, e.g., [18, Problem 2.1], the exact number
which grows polynomially with n. Since n-types play a significant role in our proofs, from this point onward, we reserve the overbar random variable notation for n-types. That is, for example, X ∼ QX denotes a random variable whose distribution is an n-type QX ∈ P n (X ). Similarly, (X,Ȳ ) ∼ QXȲ denotes a random variable whose distribution is a joint n-type QXȲ ∈ P n (X × Y).
It is easy to see that given a sequence x n = (x 1 , . . . , x n ) ∈ X n of block-length n, its empirical distribution defines an n-type QX ∈ P n (X ) as
Conversely, given an n-type QX ∈ P n (X ), one can find a sequence x n ∈ X whose empirical distribution is QX . This gives rise to the following definition.
Definition 15. Type Class. Given an n-type QX ∈ P n (X ), the subset T n QX ⊂ X n is called the the type class of QX , and it denotes the set of all x n ∈ X n whose empirical distribution is QX .
To better understand the interplay of the joint sequences, the concept of conditional n-type will be required. Let
denote the set of all random transformations 4 from Y to X . 
where QXȲ denotes the joint n-type of (x n , y n ).
is the number of times b appears in y n .
Given a fixed y n ∈ T n QȲ , the joint type QXȲ of the sequence (x n , y n ) can be determined by the conditional type QX |Ȳ of x n given y n , in which case QXȲ = QX |Ȳ QȲ . As this concept is utilized throughout this paper, a notation for the set of all conditional types is in order.
Definition 17. Set of Conditional Types. Given an n-type QȲ ∈ P n (Y), P n (X |QȲ ) denotes the set of all conditional types given y n ∈ T n QȲ . Remark 5. As suggested by our careful choice of notation, it is easy to see that P n (X |QȲ ) depends on y n ∈ T n QȲ only through its type QȲ . Note that the subscript n in the notation P n (X |QȲ ) is to denote that QȲ is an n-type. Elements of P n (X |QȲ ) are conditional types, which are not necessarily n-types, see Remark 4.
Remark 6. With Definition 17 at hand, the set of the joint n-types on X × Y can be written as the disjoint union over n-types P n (Y) of the right QȲ coset 6 of the set of conditional types P n (X |QȲ ). That is, borrowing the coset notation from algebra,
where the notation emphasizes that the unionization is disjoint.
It is straightforward that given y n ∈ T n QȲ , the empirical distribution of x n ∈ X n in comparison with y n defines a conditional type QX |Ȳ ∈ P n (X |QȲ ) as
Conversely, suppose we have a conditional type QX |Ȳ ∈ P n (X |QȲ ) given y n ∈ T n QȲ , we can construct a sequence x n ∈ X n whose empirical distribution in comparison with y n is QX |Ȳ denotes the set of all x n ∈ X n whose empirical distribution in comparison with y n is QX |Ȳ .
Remark 7. The size of the conditional type class, namely |T n QX |Ȳ (y n )|, depends on y n only through its type. This is because shuffling the order of terms in which they appear in y n , one can always shuffle x n in the same manner preserving the conditional type of x n given y n .
Using the established familiarity with types, a random constant-composition codebook can be defined as follows.
Definition 19. Random Constant-Composition Codebook. For a fixed integer m, suppose we are given an m-type PX ∈ P m (X ). Let n be a multiple of m (i.e., n ∈ mN) and define a constant-composition distribution on X n based on PX as
Then, a random constant-composition codebook of size M, and block-length n, that is based on PX is defined as Remark 9. In the constant-composition case, m is always fixed and n is always a multiple of m. This ensures that the type class T n PX is a well-defined non-empty set as the m-type PX is also an n-type, see Remark 3.
Remark 10. Throughout this paper, the distributions with breve accent "˘" either denote constant-composition distributions or denote output distributions that are induced by constant-composition distributions. That is, unlike
Given a random constant-composition codebook D n M , the constant-composition induced output distribution PY n |D n M , in other words, the distribution induced by D n M at the channel output, is defined as follows.
Definition 20.

Constant-Composition Induced Output
Distribution. Given an n-shot stationary discrete memoryless channel P Y n |X n : X n → Y n , let D n M be a random constant-composition codebook defined as in (29 
where for each j ∈ {1, . . . , M} the random variableX n j is distributed according to a constant-composition distribution RX n that is based on an m-type PX ∈ P m (X ), namely X n j ∼ RX n as in (28 In proving the second main result of this paper, namely Theorem 2, some additional notions, such as the set of joint types with fixed X -and Y-marginals and the set of conditional types with fixed marginals, will be of use. The following definitions set the notation.
Definition 21. Set of Joint Types with Fixed Marginals.
Consider the set of joint n-types P n (X × Y). The subset P n (X ×Y; QX × QȲ ) ⊂ P n (X ×Y) denotes the set of all joint n-types whose X -marginal is fixed to be QX and Y-marginal is fixed to be QȲ . That is
Similarly, the subset P n (X ×Y; QX ×·) (respectively, P n (X × Y; · × QȲ )) denotes the set of joint n-types on X × Y whose X -marginal is fixed to be QX (respectively, Y-marginal is fixed to be QȲ ). That is,
Definition 22. Set of Conditional Types with Fixed Marginals. Consider P n (X |QȲ ), the set of all conditional types given y n ∈ T n QȲ . The subset P n (X |QȲ ; PX ) ⊂ P n (X |QȲ ) denotes the set of conditional types given y n ∈ T n QȲ with a fixed X -marginal PX . That is,
Remark 12. P n (X |QȲ ; PX ) depends on y n ∈ T n QȲ only through its type QȲ . The subscript n in its notation is to denote that PX and QȲ are n-types. The elements of P n (X |QȲ ; PX ) are conditional types, which are not necessarily n-types, see Remark 4.
Remark 13. Using the coset 7 notation and the definitions above, the following identities are immediate:
In the right side of (38), double-exponential decay is guaranteed when
) and the desired output distribution P Y n (respectively, RY n ). Remark 14. To make it easier to refer, assuming
where the minimization in (44) is over all joint distributions on X × Y.
where the minimization in (46) is over all random transformations from X to Y. Remark 16. By further assuming that the codebooks C n M and D n M contain a random number of codewords M, thanks to the total probability law, it is possible to get corollaries to the results of Lemmas 1 and 2. Indeed, an example, in which we assume that M is Poisson distributed, is useful in the proof of the upper bound in Theorem 1, cf. Lemma 10 in Appendix B.
Remark 17. In order to provide a better presentation, the proof of Theorem 1 is divided into three parts, which can be found in Sections IV, V and VI-A. In proving the lower bound direction in (40), see 11 Section IV, the key steps are the use of the type method and an upper bound on the absolute mean deviation of a binomial distribution in terms of its mean and standard deviation. To prove the upper bound direction, on the other hand, the biggest problem turns out to be dealing with the weakly dependent binomial random variables, see Section V. To solve this weak dependence puzzle, first, the codebook size M is treated as if it were a Poisson distributed random variable with mean μ n = exp(n R). This surplus assumption on the codebook size grants the desired independence property and provides the gateway to prove the pseudo-upper bound in the case when M is Poisson distributed. Then, to prove the upper bound to the original problem where M is deterministically equals to exp(n R), the extra Poisson assumption is removed by conditioning on M = exp(n R) and the result provided by Lemma 1 is enjoyed. As for the proof of the dual representation of the exact soft-covering exponent in (41), see Section VI-A, the main tools are provided by Lemma 20 and several corollaries that follow, all of which are contained in Appendix E.
Remark 18. While presenting the proof of Theorem 1, much effort has been made so that it is possible to capture that of Theorem 2 from the existing proof in Sections IV and V. Still, there are certain key differences between aforementioned two proofs, which is why neither theorem is a corollary of the other. One example to these key differences is that, in the case of Theorem 2, in applying the type method, one needs to keep in mind that X -marginal of the joint types is fixed to be PX , whereas this is not the case in the proof of Theorem 1. Another key difference is that, in the case of Theorem 2, the codewords of the random constant-composition codebook D n M are distributed according to the non-product distribution RX n , while the codewords of the random (i.i.d.) codebook C n M are distributed according to the product distribution P X n . Luckily, using a minimalist approach, it is possible to emphasize the similarities in the techniques used. To do so, while proving Theorem 1 in Sections IV and V, several remarks have been made to convince the reader in regard to Theorem 2 without having them read through its entire proof. Since the presented material is more than enough to recover the proof of Theorem 2, its full proof is omitted. However, note that, the proof for the equivalence of the primal and dual forms of the exact constant-composition soft-covering exponent, namely (43), can be found in Section VI-B.
Remark 19. The result of Theorem 1 can alternatively be interpreted as the exact random coding exponent for resolvability. Note, however, that we are not claiming to have found "the" exact resolvability exponent. Finding the exact resolvability exponent is a harder problem as it requires the search over all sequences of codes. Here, we restrict ourselves to random codebooks, as are typically used in achievability proofs (e.g. wiretap channels) where soft covering may be only one of several objectives. This choice of focus has a side benefit of finding the exact exponent.
Remark 20. As is evident from the upper bound in (124) in Section V, α(R, P X , P Y |X ) is the best possible soft-covering exponent in the random (i.i.d.) codebook case. 12 Sections VII-A and VII-B confirm that α(R, P X , P Y |X ) and ℵ(R, PX , P Y |X ) provide an upper bound to the previously known lower bounds 13 on the soft-covering exponent in their respective cases.
Remark 21. From the proofs provided, it is possible to deduce the following finite block-length results, see Theorems 3 and 4 12 A similar statement is true for ℵ(R, PX , P Y |X ) as well. 13 These lower bounds can be found in (or deduced from) [ in Appendix F:
and
where
Among the vanishing constants κ n , υ n ,η n ,υ n , the ones in the lower bounds in (48) and (50), i.e., κ n andη n , depend only on the block-length n and the alphabet sizes |X | and |Y|, while the ones in the upper bounds in (49) and (51), i.e., υ n andυ n , additionally depend mildly 14 on P X , PX and P X |Y . The definitions of these vanishing constants, along with the proofs of the pairs (48)-(49) and (50)-(51), are contained in Appendix F.
Remark 22. In the case when R ≤ I (P X , P Y |X ), Q XY = P X P Y |X becomes the optimizer in (40), yielding the correct exponent,
for the low-rate codes. Similarly, in the random constant-composition codebook setting, when R ≤ I (PX , P Y |X ), Q Y |X = P Y |X becomes the optimizer in (42), which yields the correct exponent,
for the low-rate codes in this respective setting.
Remark 23. In the degenerate channel case, i.e., when channel input and output are independent from each other, we have
14 Also see Remark 40 in Appendix F.
In an allegorical spirit, one can say that the exact soft-covering exponents are ∞ in this case. Although, it should be noted that (40), (41), (42), and (43) do not capture this conclusion. A similar discontinuity occurs in the case when the distinctness measure is relative entropy instead of total variation distance, see [14, Th. 4] . In our treatment, the reason for these discontinuities can be observed from (129) in the upper bound proof.
Remark 24. In the optimization in the right side of (45),
is the α-mutual information of order λ as defined by Sibson [23] . Its more general definition, basic properties, relation to the other variations of α-mutual information, and connection to Gallager error exponent function [24, Eq. (5.6.14)] are explored in [25] .
Remark 25. Denoting the Rényi divergence (see, e.g., [26] ) of order λ by D λ (PQ), in the optimization in the right side of (47),
is the α-mutual information of order 1 + λ as defined by Csiszár [27] . Its basic properties and relation to Sibson's proposal of α-mutual information are explored in [25] .
Remark 26. Given an arbitrary non-degenerate channel P Y |X : X → Y, and an m-type PX ∈ P m (X ) as the input distribution, proving α ≤ ℵ is simple:
where (64) follows from the suboptimal choice of Q X = PX . Though, as the next remark illustrates, this is not the sole order relation between α and ℵ. 
where (66) follows from the definition of I c λ (PX , P Y |X ) in (62); (67) follows from Jensen's inequality; (68) follows from the suboptimal choice of S Y = P Y ; and finally, in (69) the reverse channel PX |Y is such that P Y → PX |Y → PX and the equality follows from the definition 15 
Together with (65), (70) implies that
Note that, even though we can only show ≥ above, as the following example illustrates, there are settings for which the inequality in (71) is strict. 
implying α = ℵ, in general. [17, Problem 7.8] with the same input distribution PX and the same error probability p = 0.05.
for some
Remark 29. Regarding the computation of the exact soft-covering exponents α and ℵ, the dual forms in (45) and (47) are far easier to calculate then their primal counterparts in (44) and (46). This is because, in calculating the former pair, the optimizations are carried over spaces of dimensions 16 1, and |Y|, respectively, whereas in calculating the latter pair the optimizations are carried over spaces of dimensions |X ||Y| − 1 and |X |(|Y| − 1), respectively.
where (X, Y ) ∼ P X P Y |X , and Var[ı X ;Y (X; Y )] denotes the variance 17 of ı X ;Y (X; Y ). Hence, when R = I (P X , P Y |X ) + for some small 18 ,
≈ max λ∈ [1, 2] λ
where the maximum in the right side of (79) is achieved
. For the sake of simplicity, supposing λ = 1 in the denominator of the right hand side of (79), the approximate maximizer becomes λ
Remark 31. In a similar spirit to Remark 30, Taylor expansion of
which can also be observed in Figure 1 . 17 If P X is a capacity-achieving distribution, then Var[ı X ;Y (X; Y )] is a property of the channel known as the channel dispersion [28] . In our treatment, since it is not required that P X is capacity achieving, inspired by the name of its sibling varentropy [29] , we coin the term mutual varentropy for
, the maximum in (78) is achieved at a λ value that is close to 1.
Remark 32. Since Q XY = P XY and Q Y |X = P Y |X are suboptimal choices, it is easy to see that
where (89) and (92) follow because the channel P Y |X is assumed to be non-degenerate. The same observation can be made from the dual forms of α(R, P X , P Y |X ) and ℵ(R, P X , P Y |X ) in (45) and (47), respectively.
In what follows, Sections IV and V prove the lower and upper bound directions in (40), respectively. Section VI proves the equivalence of the primal and dual forms of the exact soft-covering exponents, see (41) and (43), finally Section VII is devoted to the comparison of the previously known lower bounds on the soft-covering exponents α and ℵ.
IV. PROOF OF THE LOWER BOUND IN THEOREM 1
This section establishes
Indeed, using the finite block-length analysis, we shall prove the following stronger claim (see Theorem 3 in Appendix F):
where α n is as defined in (52) and the vanishing constant κ n depends only on the block-length n and the alphabet sizes |X | and |Y|. Suppose that P X n is the i.i.d. input distribution to the memoryless channel P Y n |X n generating the i.i.d. output distribution P Y n , i.e., suppose P X n → P Y n |X n → P Y n . Inspired by [14] ,
1 o t h e r w i s e .
(95)
Observe that L C n M (y n ) is a random variable as it depends on the random codebook C n M , and it is easy to see that
Suppose y n ∈ Y n , and let QX |Ȳ denote the conditional type of x n ∈ X n given y n so that the joint type QXȲ of the sequence (x n , y n ) satisfies
where QȲ denotes the type of y n . Note that y n ∈ T n QȲ and QX |Ȳ ∈ P n (X |QȲ ) together induce a joint type QXȲ via the relation in (98).
Assume P Y n (y n ) > 0, since P Y n |X n (y n |x n ) and P Y n (y n ) depend on (x n , y n ) only through its joint type, using the type enumeration method [31] , [32] , one can write
for some x n QX |Ȳ ∈ T n QX |Ȳ (y n ), and the random variable
denotes the number of random codewords in C n M which have conditional type QX |Ȳ given y n . Since C n M contains M independent codewords, it follows that N QX |Ȳ (y n ) is a binomial random variable with cluster size M and success probability
For the remainder of this paper, it is crucial to note that both l QX |Ȳ (y n ) and p QX |Ȳ (y n ) depend on y n only through its type. Given y n ∈ T n QȲ and QX |Ȳ ∈ P n (X |QȲ ), define
and observe that
where (106) follows from the definition of L C n M (y n ) in (95); in (107) the inner summation is over the set of conditional types given y n ∈ T n QȲ , namely P n (X |QȲ ), the equality follows from (99) and the definition of Z QXȲ in (104); (108) follows from the triangle inequality; in (109) (X,Ȳ ) ∼ QX |Ȳ QȲ = QXȲ , and the inequality is due to Lemma 3 in Appendix B; in (110) the summation is over the set of joint types, P n (X × Y), while the equality follows from the type class partitioning of Y n ,
and because 19 the summand depends on y n only through its type. Denoting
it follows from (111) that
where in (114) we use the fact that the size of the set Remark 33. In the constant-composition case, 20
(117)
withl
and 21p
The steps (106)-(115) remain almost identical except one needs to keep in mind that X -marginal of the joint types QXȲ is fixed to be PX and replace 22 Remark 34. It should be noted that the key step of the lower bound proof is the bound in (109). In that step, the mean and the standard deviation of each of the random variables Z QXȲ are directly used as the upper bound for each conditional type QX |Ȳ ∈ P n (X |QȲ ). In previous soft-covering exponent analysis [6] , [7] , the set of the conditional types P n (X |QȲ ) is first partitioned into two sets containing the so-called typical and atypical conditional types according to a threshold 20 See Definition 22 for the definition of the set of conditional types with fixed marginals, i.e., P n (X |QȲ ; PX ). 21 In (123), since the X -marginal of the joint types is fixed to be PX , PX QȲ |X = QX |Ȳ QȲ where QȲ is the type of y n . 22 See Definition 21 for the definition of the set of joint types with fixed X -marginal PX , i.e., P n (X × Y; PX × ·).
on l QX |Ȳ (y n ). Then, the standard deviation bound is applied on the typical set whereas the mean bound is applied on the atypical one. Although this "partition by joint probability first, bound later" technique is also espoused in the exact exponent analysis of the relative entropy variant of the soft-covering lemma [14] , it turns out to be a suboptimal method for the total variation distance. 
where α n is as defined in (52) and the vanishing constant υ n depends on the block-length n, the alphabet sizes |X | and |Y|, and the joint distribution P X P Y |X . The biggest obstacle in showing (124) is the mutual dependences of the the random variables 23 N QX |Ȳ (y n ), as defined in (101). Note that, given two distinct conditional types (given y n ∈ Y n ), say QX |Ȳ and RX |Ȳ , the random variables N QX |Ȳ (y n ) and N RX |Ȳ (y n ) are not independent from each other. Fortunately, their dependence can be shown to be negligible. Indeed, instead of assuming that the number of codewords M in the codebook C n M is a deterministic number exp(n R), if one assumes that it is Poisson distributed with mean μ n = exp(n R), then N QX |Ȳ (y n ) becomes a Poisson splitting of the codewords in C n M . In that case, given two distinct conditional types QX |Ȳ and RX |Ȳ , the random variables N QX |Ȳ (y n ) and N RX |Ȳ (y n ) correspond to two distinct Poisson splits and they become independent from one another. This turns out to be the gateway in proving the pseudo-upper bound in the case when M is Poisson distributed. However, to prove the upper bound for the actual statement in Theorem 1, the auxiliary assumption that the codebook C n M contains a random number of codewords needs to be eliminated, which can be done with the help of Lemma 1. As already mentioned in Remark 16, it is possible to prove a result similar to Lemma 1 with the assumption that M is Poisson distributed, see Lemma 10 in Appendix B. This result can be utilized to show that it is immaterial whether M is Poisson distributed or M = exp(n R) that (124) holds.
To provide a more transparent presentation, the upper bound proof is divided into three subsections: Section V-A introduces 23 One quick way to see these mutual dependences is that the sum of N QX |Ȳ (y n ) over all conditional types QX |Ȳ ∈ P n (X |QȲ ) is equal to M.
the auxiliary assumption that the codebook size M is Poisson distributed with mean μ n = exp(n R), Section V-B provides the pseudo-upper bound proof under the assumption that M is Poisson distributed, and finally, Section V-C shows that, removing the auxiliary assumption by conditioning on M = μ n , one still cannot do better than α(R, P X , P Y |X ).
A. Poissonization
Suppose, for the moment, that M is Poisson distributed with mean μ n = exp(n R). In that case, using the established notation so far, for each y n ∈ T n QȲ and each QX |Ȳ ∈ P n (X |QȲ ), the random variable
is a Poisson splitting of M with mean
Moreover, as the random variables N QX |Ȳ (y n ) and N RX |Ȳ (y n ) correspond to different bins defined by different conditional types QX |Ȳ and RX |Ȳ ∈ P n (X |QȲ ), they are independent from each other. Choose δ ∈ (0, 1), and note that for any y n ∈ Y n an application of Lemma 4 in Appendix B with
On one hand, regarding the first term in the right side of (128), the triangle inequality implies
where (130) follows from Jensen's inequality:
On the other hand, regarding the second term in the right side of (128),
which 24 is a consequence of Lemma 5 in Appendix B. Note that, in the right side of (133), a is a constant that satisfies a < 1 for all ∈ (0, 1), which is explicitly defined in (257). Assembling (128), (130) and (133),
The first term in the right side of (134) is the term of main interest whose in-depth analysis is provided in the next subsection.
Remark 36. To get the counter-part of (134) in the random constant-composition codebook case, using the quantities defined in Remark 33, all one needs to do throughout (126)- (134) is to replace 25
B. Pseudo-Upper Bound Proof Assuming M Is Poisson Distributed
Capitalizing on the result of the previous subsection,
This section focuses on the summation in the right side of (136) and shows that its exponent is α(R, P X , P Y |X ).
As will be seen, the remaining terms in the right side of (136) are residual terms whose exponents are greater than 26 α(R, P X , P Y |X ), and therefore, they do not contribute to the overall exponential decay rate of
. 24 The bound in (133) is valid only when δ > 1 μn . Even though the choice of δ ∈ (0, 1) does not depend on μ n = exp(n R), the applicability of Lemma 5 is guaranteed for large enough n. 25 See Definition 22 for the definition of the set of conditional types with fixed marginals, i.e., P n (X |QȲ ; PX ). 26 In the sense that they vanish with a faster rate with n.
To this end, invoking the lemmas provided in Appendix B,
where (137) follows from the definition of L C n M (y n ) in (95); (138) follows from the type enumeration method, see (99), and Lemma 6; the key step in (139) follows from Lemma 7 and the definition of l QX |Ȳ (y n ) in (100); in (140) the function Y(μ n , QXȲ ) is as defined in (105) and the bound follows from Lemma 8; in (141) (X,Ȳ ) ∼ QX |Ȳ QȲ and the equality follows because 27 the summand depends on y n only through its type; and finally, (142) follows because the right side of (141) is a sum of non-negative numbers. 28 Note that
27 Also see Remark 5. 28 Also see Remark 6. where (143) is thanks to Lemma 14 in Appendix C while (144) follows from Lemma 18 in Appendix D.
On the other hand, going back to (136), the fact that μ n = exp(n R) and a < 1 for all ∈ (0, 1) implies
Since the right side of (144) is strictly less than R/2, see Remark 32, it follows from (136), and (142)-(147) that, when M is a Poisson distributed random variable with mean μ n = exp(n R),
Remark 37. In the constant-composition case, in addition to the replacements mentioned in Remark 36, replace 29
Remarks 5 and 6 ← Remarks 12 and 13, Lemmas 14 and 18 ← Lemmas 17 and 19, and keep in mind that the X -marginal of the joint types QXȲ is fixed to be PX . Remark 38. In order for the key step in (139) to be valid, independence among N QX |Ȳ (y n ) is a must. This is the reason why poissonization was applied.
C. Depoissonization
To prove the upper bound in Theorem 1, it remains to show that the result established in (148) still holds when M = exp(n R). To this end, once again utilizing the fact that α(R, P X , P Y |X ) < R/2, choose r ∈ (α, R/2), let n = exp(−nr ), define the random variable 30 
T n (m)
and consider the following three events:
where T n (μ n ) denotes the case when the codebook is assumed to have a deterministic number of codewords and 29 See Definition 21 for the definition of the set of joint types with fixed X -marginal PX , i.e., P n (X × Y; PX × ·). 30 Randomness is because of the random codebook C n m .
T n (M) denotes the case when the codebook is assumed to have a random (Poisson) number of codewords. Observe that
where (153) is because A n ⊃ B n ∩ C n ; (154) is the union bound; and (155) follows from Lemmas 1 and 11 in Section III and Appendix B, respectively. Thanks to the choice of n , for large enough n, the right side of (155) is strictly greater than 0. Moreover, since A n is a deterministic event, P[A n ] > 0 implies that P[A n ] = 1. That is, for large enough n, and r ∈ (α, R/2),
Hence, it follows that
where (158) is due to (148). 
VI. PROOF OF THE DUAL REPRESENTATIONS
This section provides proofs for (41) and (43), which are alternative representations of the exact soft-covering exponents in the random i.i.d. codebook and random constant-composition codebook cases, respectively.
A. Proof of the Dual Representation of α Proposition 1. Given P X → P Y |X → P Y , and R
Proof. Note that
where in (161) ( X , Y ) ∼ Q X |Y Q Y and the fact that
is used; in (162) there is no duality gap in changing the minimax to maximin because the optimized quantity is convex in Q X |Y and linear in λ; in (164) ( X, Y ) ∼ P X |Y Q Y and Corollary 1 in Appendix E is used; in (165), once again, there is no duailty gap in changing minimax to maximin because the optimized quantity is convex in Q Y while this time it is concave in λ because the minimum of a collection of linear functions is concave; (167) is an application of Lemma 20 in Appendix E such that
with the random transformation from Y to X in (170) is fixed to be P X |Y ; and finally (168) follows from the definition of Sibson's proposal of α-mutual information in (58).
B. Proof of the Dual Representation of
Proof. Observe that
where in (173) ( Y ,X ) ∼ Q Y |X PX and the fact that
is used; in (174) there is no duality gap as the optimized quantity is linear in λ and convex in Q Y |X ; (175) follows from the variational representation of entropy:
in (176) 
A. Comparisons in the Random i.i.d. Codebook Case
Prior to our result in Theorem 1, the best known-to-date lower bound on the soft-covering exponent was provided in [7, Lemma VII.9] which was shown to be
is the Rényi divergence (see, e.g., [26] ) of order 1+λ between the joint and product distributions, and
Using the results provided in Appendix E, Proposition 3 proves the fact that α(R, P X , P Y |X ) captures the exponential decay rate in soft-covering lemma better than β(R, P X , P Y |X ).
Proposition 3. Suppose P X → P Y |X → P Y , and R
where α(R, P X , P Y |X ) and β(R, P X , P Y |X ) are as defined in (44) and (181), respectively.
where (186) uses Corollaries 3 and 4 in Appendix E; (187) constrains the two minimizations by assuming that their minimizers are equivalent and uses the fact that
(188) is due to the duality gap; and finally (189) follows because λa 2λ+1−λ is monotone decreasing or increasing in 31 λ depending on whether a < 0 or a > 0. 
where 31 Same observation holds if one focuses on λ instead of λ .
As shown in [7] , thanks to Jensen's inequality, noting that
and altering the maximization domain in the right side of (181) by restricting λ = λ yields
Together with Proposition 3, (195) implies
As a further comparison, Parizi et al. [14, Th. 4 
where 
and one can easily see the following lower bound on the soft-covering exponent
From the the definition of γ (R, P X , P Y |X ) in (193) and the dual form of ζ(R,
which, together with the bound in (196), implies
Following example illustrates the fact that, in general, there is a strictly positive gap between the above compared exponents. channel with crossover probability p = 0.05, and Figure 2 shows the computed α, β, γ and 
such that
Once again, using Pinsker's [18, Problem 3.18] and Jensen's inequalities
one can easily see the following lower bound on the soft-covering exponent in the constant-composition case:
Since ℵ(R, PX , P Y |X ) is the exact soft-covering exponent in the constant-composition case, it is expected that ℵ ≥ 1 2 . This result is formally established by Proposition 4.
Proposition 4. Given an m-type PX
where ℵ(R, PX , P Y |X ) and (R, PX , P Y |X ) are as defined in (46) and (210), respectively.
note that
where (218) follows from the facts that
Apart from the exponent shown in [14, Th. 4(ii)], Hayashi and Matsumoto [21, Th. 10] discuss that
Using (160)- (168) and the fact that (cf. (211) and (221))
it is easy to establish 33
where (227) follows from the suboptimal choice Q X = PX . Together with Proposition 4, (228) readily implies that
Furthermore, in a different paper, Hayashi and Matsumoto [22, Eq. (177) ] also argue that
33 Also see [14, Appendix C] for a different (and more complex) proof of (228). where
2 ‫ג‬ in this case. Similar to its counterpart in Example 2, the following example illustrates the fact that, in general, there is a strictly positive gap between ℵ, , , and ‫.ג‬ Figure 3 illustrates the computed ℵ, This section provides the proofs of Lemmas 1 and 2 that are presented in Section III. The simple proof of Lemma 1, which can be found in [16, Th. 31] and [35, Lemma 2] , is repeated in the first part of this appendix whereas the proof of Lemma 2, which follows the footsteps of that of Lemma 1, is contained in the second part. 34 Also see (227)- (228) 
A. Proof of Lemma 1
Define the variation of a function f : X m → R at coordinate i as
where for the given discrete memoryless channel, P Y n |X n , the function f :
Since for any i ∈ {1, . . . , M}
it follows that, for any i ∈ {1, . . . , M},
Finally, the desired result follows from the McDiarmid's inequality, see, e.g., [19, Th. 2.2.3] .
B. Proof of Lemma 2
Following the footsteps of the proof of Lemma 1, observe that Proof. Thanks to the triangle inequality and the fact that Z QXȲ ≥ 0 almost surely,
On the other hand, by Jensen's inequality,
Combining (246) and (249) together with the fact that
for some x n QX |Ȳ ∈ T n QX |Ȳ (y n ) yields (243).
Lemma 4. Let W and X be non-negative random variables
such that W ≤ X almost surely. Then, for any c ∈ (0, ∞),
Proof. Since both W and X are non-negative,
where (255) is due to the fact that W ≤ X almost surely.
Lemma 5. Suppose that M is a Poisson distributed random variable with mean
is a constant which is strictly less than 1 for all ∈ (0, 1).
where (258) 
Suppose
where (269) follows from the tower property of expectation. Note that (264) is due to the linearity of expectation and the fact that both P Y n |X n (y n |x n ) and P Y n (y n ) depend on (x n , y n ) through its joint type, see (99) and the discussion therein.
Lemma 7.
Suppose that X 1 , . . . , X m are mutually independent zero-mean random variables, then
Proof. Without loss of generality assume
and note that
where (274) follows from the tower property of expectation; (275) follows from modulus inequality and the independence of X 1 from X i for i = 1; lastly (276) follows as the random variables are all zero-mean. 
Proof. As can be seen in [37] , one can show that
To see (277), observe that ξ ∈ (0, 1] implies
On the other hand, when ξ ∈ (1, ∞), by Robbins' sharpening of Stirling's approximation [38] ,
Denoting τ = ξ − ξ , thanks to (281),
(283)
where (283) follows as 0 ≤ τ < 1, and 1 ≤ ξ ≤ ξ . Combining (280) and (283) yields (277).
Lemma 9. Let M be a Poisson distributed random variable
with mean μ ≥ 1, then 35 The inequality in (277) is the lower bound counterpart of 'upper bounding the absolute mean deviation of binomial random variable by either twice its mean or its standard deviation' that can be seen in the proof of Lemma 3.
Proof. Let τ = μ − μ, using Stirling approximation as in (281),
where (288) follows from the facts that log e (1−x) ≥ −x − x 2 1−x for x ∈ [0, 1), τ < 1, and μ ≥ 1.
Lemma 10. Let M be a Poisson distributed random variable with mean μ,
(289)
Proof. For the sake of notational convenience, let
Conditioned on M = m, by Lemma 1,
Hence, by the total probability law,
To see (290), simply note that e −x ≤ 1 1+x . Lemma 11. Let M be a Poisson distributed random variable with mean μ,
Proof. Let M be an independent copy of M, and observe that
the result is immediate from Lemmas 9 and 10.
APPENDIX C ASYMPTOTIC EXPONENTS OF THE KEY QUANTITIES
This section provides the asymptotic 36 exponents of the several key quantities that play a central role in the proofs of Theorems 1 and 2.
A. Exponents Used in the Proof of Theorem 1
Lemma 12. Fix y n ∈ Y n , and let QȲ ∈ P n (Y) denote its type. For any QX |Ȳ ∈ P n (X |QȲ )
according to P X , andX ∼ QX with QX denoting the X -marginal of the joint n-type QX |Ȳ QȲ .
where in (303) n QX (a) ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n} denotes the number of times that a ∈ X appears in
where QȲ is the Y-marginal of QXȲ , and
Proof. Noting that 36 Non-asymptotic exponents are given wherever possible which are then used in proving the finite block-length results contained in Appendix F. 37 For the ease of presentation, the fact that M is an integer is ignored.
A more careful analysis with M = exp(n R) results in κ n = |X ||Y| n log(n + 1)
and applying [18, Lemma 2.5] and Lemma 12 suffices.
Lemma 14. Given a joint n-type QXȲ
Proof. Using [18, Lemma 2.3], Lemma 13, and the fact that
it follows that, for any fixed n,
where κ n is as defined in (308). Taking n → ∞ yields the desired result as κ n → 0.
B. Exponents Used in the Proof Theorem 2
This section contains some additional asymptotic and non-asymptotic results that are needed in proving Theorem 2 (in Section III) and Theorem 4 (in Appendix F).
Lemma 15. Suppose y n ∈ T n QȲ , and QX |Ȳ ∈ P n (X |QȲ ; PX ). Then,
where QXȲ = QX |Ȳ QȲ = PX QȲ |X for some conditional type QȲ |X given x n ∈ T n PX . Proof. It is easy to get (317):
To establish (318), observe that
where (322) follows because X -and Y-marginals of QXȲ are fixed to be PX and QȲ ; (323) follows because y n ∈ T n QȲ and a n ∈T n PX 1 (a n , b n ) ∈ T n QXȲ depends on b n only through its type QȲ .
Lemma 16. Suppose y n ∈ T n QȲ , and QX |Ȳ ∈ P n (X |QȲ ; PX ).
where QXȲ = QX |Ȳ QȲ = PX QȲ |X for some conditional type QȲ |X given x n ∈ T n PX .
Proof.p
where (328) and (329) both follow from Lemma 15.
Lemma 17.
Given an m-type PX ∈ P m (X ) and a conditional type 38 
Proof. From the definition ofY(M, PX QȲ |X ) in (123), Lemma 16 implies that
Observing 38 We assume n ∈ mN. In (330), n → ∞ means that n = km and k → ∞. 39 For the ease of presentation, the fact that M is an integer is ignored. A more careful analysis with M = exp(n R) results inκ n = |X |+2|X ||Y|+|Y| 2n log(n + 1) + 1 n log(2 
Taking n → ∞ yields the desired result as bothι n → 0, and κ n → 0.
APPENDIX D OPTIMIZATION OVER TYPES IN THE LIMIT
A. Optimization Over Joint Types in the Limit
Proof. First of all, since P n (X ×Y) ⊂ P(X ×Y) for all n ∈ N, ≥ is trivial in (341). To establish ≤, let Q XY be the minimizer in the right side of (341). We may assume that Q XY P XY , otherwise D(Q XY P XY ) = +∞ which contradicts the minimality of Q XY . Since for every
We may assume Q XȲ 
where (345) is due to (343); and in (346) Q Y (y) = x∈X Q XY (x, y). 
B. Optimization Over Conditional Types in the Limit
Proof. Thanks to Jensen's inequality
where the inequality in (357) holds with equality when ı QP (x) = f (x) − log E[exp( f (U ))]. 
where (370) 
Taking expectation on both sides of (376) with respect to X ∼ P X gives (373).
APPENDIX F FINITE BLOCK-LENGTH RESULTS
Using simple algebra, the following finite block-length bounds can be deduced from the analysis provided in Sections IV and V. 
where for r ∈ (α(R, P X , P Y |X ), R/2) and a fixed δ ∈ (0, 1) that is greater than exp(−n R), κ n = |X ||Y| n log(n + 1) + 1 n log 2,
φ n = exp(n(α n + ρ n )) (384)
υ n = ρ n + log e n φ n 1 − φ n + 1 n log(1 + δ).
Proof. The lower bound, (377), easily follows from (111), 
